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Abstract: This paper proposes a novel method for the parameter determination of permanent magnet (PM)
synchronous machines under different load conditions. It can identify the total dq-axis flux linkages and
also the PM flux linkage separately by the addition of a pair of negative and positive position offsets. It is
also noteworthy that the influence of uncertain inverter nonlinearity and winding resistance is cancelled
during the modelling process, and the experimental results on two different permanent magnet
synchronous machines show a good agreement with the finite element prediction results. More importantly,
it shows good performance in online tracking the variation of PM flux linkage, which is an important
feature for aiding the condition monitoring of permanent magnets, for example, monitoring the
temperature of PMs.
Nomenclature
R

Stator winding resistance (Ω).

Ld, Lq

dq-axis inductances (H).

ψm

PM flux linkage (Wb).

ψd, ψq

dq-axis flux linkages(Wb)

id, iq

Real dq-axis currents (A).

ias, ibs, ibs

Stator abc phase currents (A).

id 1 , iq1 , ud 1 , uq 1

dq1-axis currents and voltages

id 2 , iq 2 , ud 2 , uq 2

dq2-axis currents and voltages.

id 1 , iq1 , ud 1 , uq1

dq-axis currents and voltages correspond to the addition of ∆θp.

id 2 , iq 2 , ud 2 , uq 2

dq-axis currents and voltages correspond to the addition of ∆θn.

ud, uq

Real dq-axis voltages (V).

ud * , uq *

dq-axis reference voltages obtained from PI regulators (V).

ud*1 , uq*1 , ud* 2 , uq* 2

dq1-axis and dq2-aixs reference voltages obtained from PI regulators (V).
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 1 , Vdead
 2
Vdead, Vdead

Distorted voltages due to inverter nonlinearity on dq-, dq1- and dq2- axes (V).

Dd, Dq

Gains of distorted voltages due to inverter nonlinearity on dq-axes.

ω, θ

Electrical angular speed (rad/s) and position (rad).

∆θn, ∆θp

Added negative and positive position offsets, respectively (rad).

Dd 1 , Dq1 , Dd 2 , Dq 2

Gains of distorted voltages due to inverter nonlinearity on dq1- and dq2- axes.

1. Introduction
Electrical parameters of permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) are usually needed in industrial drives such as
maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) control, flux weakening (FW) control [1]-[3], sensorless control [4]-[10], condition
monitoring [9], [11], and derivation of constants of PI regulators [12], [13]. Therefore, in reality, it is of significant importance
that the determination of the real parameter model of PMSM should be conducted prior to the design of control systems.
However, it is reported in [14] and [15] that the PMSM equation is rank-deficient and it is impossible to obtain all machine
parameters in the circuit model simultaneously. Thus, it is usually necessary to add perturbations [16], [17] or change the
working point of PMSM [18] to obtain more sets of equations to overcome this issue. Besides, the voltage source inverter (VSI)
nonlinearity should also be considered and well compensated or cancelled in the algorithm [18]-[20].
Taking the load test method as an example, it is one of the most conventional solutions for the determination of dq-axis
inductances and PM flux linkage over the whole range of operation [21]-[24]. It is based on the assumption that the variation of
those parameters will be negligible if there is a small change in the d-axis current. However, as investigated in [22], the
estimation model of load test method is usually ill-conditioned due to the too small perturbation and a significant error may be
introduced into the calculation results. Thus, the amplitude of added perturbation needs to be optimized prior to the startup of
load test [21], [22].
In addition to the load test method, it is also a simple solution to reduce the number of unknown parameters by setting some
machine parameters to their nominal values, by which the rank deficient issue is consequently overcome [25]. However, this
type of method is still easy to suffer from the mismatching between the nominal and real machine parameters and the accuracy
of calculated variation of machine parameters will be significantly influenced by this mismatching [14]. For example, the
method reported in [25] sets the rotor PM flux linkage to its nominal value, by which the number of unknown parameters is
reduced while the dq-axis inductances are estimated afterwards. However, the saturation level of the magnetic circuit will be
changed after the loading of the electrical machine, which will result in changes in both the PM flux linkage and inductance
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[26], [27]. Nevertheless, this type of method sets either of them to be constant and its accuracy will therefore always be
influenced due to this simplification.
Besides, the identification of magnetic model of PMSM is also reported recently [28]-[32], in which two lumped variables,
viz. dq-axis flux linkages, are used to represent the total contributions of permanent magnets and inductances to the machine
equation [27]. This kind of method can be conducted at standstill with a rotor locked [28], [29] or by a motor-brake test [30],
[31]. For example, a motor-brake average method is proposed in [30] and it uses a three-pulse evaluation to cancel the influence
of temperature rise in stator winding. However, it needs to design special voltage measurement equipment to avoid the
influence of inverter nonlinearity. An improvement to this method is proposed in [31], which estimates the winding resistance
and the influence of inverter nonlinearity at standstill to aid the identification of flux linkages and consequently avoid the
investment on extra measurement equipment. However, this type of method still cannot individually obtain the PM flux linkage
under all load conditions.
Recently, the position offset based parameter estimation (POPE) scheme for PMSMs has been reported [19], [20] and shows
quite good performance in the estimation of PM flux linkage under id=0 control. However, this scheme cannot be applied to the
estimation of PM flux linkage at id≠0 because it needs id=0 to eliminate the influence of saliency term. Thus, this issue has been
investigated in this paper, and an improved POPE is proposed to estimate and compensate this saliency term, by which the PM
flux linkage can be consequently estimated at id≠0. Furthermore, it has eliminated the influence of inverter nonlinearity and
winding resistance on the determination of PM flux linkage and total dq-axis flux linkages during the modeling process and has
the potential to be used for online monitoring of the demagnetization in PMs due to temperature rise. Its performance is then
experimentally evaluated on a surface mounted PMSM (SPMSM) and an interior PMSM (IPMSM), respectively, while a good
agreement with the finite element (FE) result is achieved.

2. Modelling of position offset based parameter
2.1. Modelling of PMSM and Rank Deficient Problem
In the dq-axis reference frame, the voltage equation of PMSM can be expressed as follows:
ud  Rid  Lq iq  Ld

did
dt

uq  Riq  Ld id  m  Lq

(1a)

diq
dt

(1b)

At the steady state of operation, (1) can be rewritten as (2) by taking into account the inverter nonlinearity [33], [34]:
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ud*  Vdead Dd  ud  Rid  Lq iq 

(2a)

uq*  Vdead Dq  uq  Riq  m  Ld id 

(2b)

From (2), it is obvious that there are four unknown machine parameters (Ld, Lq, R and ψm) and an unknown voltage term Vdead
in the equation. In this case, there will be a rank deficient problem and it is impossible to simultaneously solve all those
unknown parameters from (2). Besides, the term Vdead has included the influence of switch on/off time delay (Ton, Toff)), dead
time (Td), on-state voltage drops due to IGBT (Vce0) and diode (Vd0) and can be expressed as [33], [34]:

1 Toff  Ton  Td
Vdead  (
Vdc  Vce 0  Vd 0 )
6
Ts

(3)

It should be emphasized that Ton and Toff have already included the average contribution of the time delay due to the effect of
the parasitic capacitances of inverter [35]. Dd and Dq can be expressed as [33], [34]:

2
2   sign(i ) 

as
 cos( ) cos(  3 ) cos(  3 )  
 Dd 

  sign(ibs ) 
   2
D
  sin( )  sin(  2 ) sin(   )  
 q
sign(ics ) 

3
3  

(4)

1, i  0
sign(i )  
1, i  0

(5)

2.2. Position offset based determination
As discussed in section 2.1, it is not possible to derive dq-axis inductances and PM flux linkage directly from one set of
PMSM equation due to rank deficient issue and unknown inverter nonlinearity term. In order to solve this issue, a new method
based on the addition of two position offsets Δθ=−Δθn=Δθp into the conventional field oriented drive is proposed in this section,
by which the dq-axis inductances and PM flux linkage can be separately determined while the influence of uncertain inverter
nonlinearity and winding resistance is cancelled during the modelling process. Its principle and derivation are introduced below:
Fig.1 shows the phasor diagram of PMSM voltage with and without the addition of position offset Δθ into the encoder
reading. Assuming that the reference currents of dq-axis regulators are fixed to constants and the rotor speed is tuned by the
external load, for example, a DC load machine, two sets of PMSM data (Data1 and Data2) corresponding to the addition of two
position offsets ∆θp=－∆θn=∆θ to encoder readings, respectively, can be obtained at the steady state of operation, by which two
sets of dq-axis equations can also be derived according to Fig. 1 and shown in (6):
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Fig
g. 1.Phasor diaagram of PMS
SM with and without
w
positioon offset Δθ at
a steady state.
 1 D  Rid 1  1  m sin( )  Ld id 1 sin( )  Lq iq1 cos( ) 
ud 1  ud*1  Vdead
d1

(6a)

 1 D  Riq1  1  m cos( )  Ld id 1 cos( )  Lq iq1 sin( ) 
uq1  uq*1  Vdead
q1

(6b)

 2 D  Rid 2  2  m sin( )  Ld id 2 sin(  )  Lq iq 2 cos( ) 
ud 2  ud* 2  Vdead
d2

(6c)

 2 D  Riq 2  2  m cos( )  Ld id 2 cos(( )  Lq iq 2 sin( ) 
uq 2  uq* 2  Vdead
q2

(6d)

wheere (6a) and ((6b) corresponnd to the addittion of ∆θp=∆
∆θ while (6c) and (6d) correspond to thee addition of ∆θn=−∆θ. Forr the
con
nvenience of aanalysis, the tw
wo new dq-ax
xis reference fr
frames corresp
ponding to ∆θp and ∆θn are ddesignated as dq1-axis and dq2axiss, respectivelyy. Since the values of ∆θp and
a ∆θn are quuite small, it is
i reasonable to assume thaat the machinee parameters such
s
as the
t winding reesistance R, PM
P flux linkag
ge ψm and dq--axis inductan
nces Ld, Lq will not change due to the ad
ddition of posiition
offssets. Besides, the rotor speeed is tuned to be ω1=ω2=ω at the steady
y state by chan
nging the exteernal load, for example, thee DC
load
d machine. Thhe superscript ＇means thatt the variable is on the dq1-aaxis or dq2-ax
xis. The detaileed definitionss of variables in
i (6)
are listed in the nomenclaturee. Besides, fo
or the POPE, the referencee currents are fixed by the PI regulatorss, the relationnship
betw
ween id 1 , iq1 , id 2 , iq 2 , id 1 , iq1 , id 2 and iq 2 are detailedd as follows:

id 2  id 1 , iq 2  iq1

(7a)
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id 1  id 1 cos( )  iq1 sin( )

(7b)

id 2  iq 2 sin( )  id 2 cos( )

(7c)

iq1  iq1 cos( )  id 1 sin( )

(7d)

iq 2  iq 2 cos( )  id 2 sin( )

(7e)

Besides, since the VSI nonlinearity term VdeadDd, and VdeadDq are functions of currents on the rotating reference frames such

 2 Dq 2 ) [33],
 1 Dq1 ) =mean( Vdead
 1 Dd 1 )=mean( Vdead
 2 Dd 2 ) and mean( Vdead
as dq-, dq1-, and dq2- axes, it is reasonable that mean( Vdead
[34], of which ‘mean’ is the mean operator. Assuming that id 2  id 1  id and iq 2  iq1  iq , (6a)-(6c) yields:

mean(ud*1  ud* 2 )  mean[2 m sin( )  Ld  sin( )  id 1  id 2   Lq cos( )  iq 2  iq1 ]

 mean[2 m sin( )  ( Ld  Lq )id  sin(2 )]

(8)

From (8), it is obvious that there is a saliency term ( Ld  Lq )id  sin(2 ) in the equation, which may result in a significant
error in the estimation of PM flux linkage ψm if id≠0. In order to eliminate this issue, a solution is developed and introduced
below:
Similar to the derivation of (8), (6b)−(6d) yields:
mean (uq*1  uq* 2 )  mean[ Ld id 1 cos(  )  Ld id 2 cos(  )  Lq iq1 sin(  )  Lq iq 2 sin(  )]
 mean[( Lq  Ld )iq  sin(2 )]

(9)

It also should be emphasized that ( Lq  Ld )mean[iq  sin(2 )]  mean[( Lq  Ld )iq  sin(2 )] because Lq  Ld can be regarded
as a constant at a fixed load point. Thus, the saliency term Lq  Ld can be obtained by:
L  Lq  Ld 

mean(uq*1  uq* 2 )
mean(iq  sin(2 ))

(10)

Besides, since the data measurement is at steady state, it is reasonable that real machine parameters and measured u q*1 , uq* 2 , iq ,
 , id are almost constant in all equations. Thus, (11) can be derived from (10):
mean  (uq*1  uq* 2 )id 

  mean  ( L  L )i  sin(2 ) 
d d
 q

mean(iq )

(11)
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Table I Design parameters and specification of PMSMs
Motor1

Parameters
Rated current
Rated speed
DC link voltage
Nominal phase resistance (T=15oC)
Nominal d-axis inductance (The end effects are considered for Motor1)
Nominal q-axis inductance (The end effects are considered for Motor1)
Nominal PM flux linkage (T=15oC)
Number of pole pairs
Number of stator slots
Note: Nominal values are measured.

4A
1000 rpm
158V
6.00 Ω
38.10mH
58.50mH
236.0 mWb
3
18

Motor2
10A
400 rpm
36V
0.30 Ω
3.24mH
3.24mH
70.7 mWb
5
12

Table II Influence of position offset on dq-axis rotor flux linkage terms of Motor1
∆θ=nθu
ψmωcos(∆θ)
ψmωsin(∆θ)
n=2
0.9998ψmω
0.0184ψmω
0.0460ψmω
n=5
0.9989ψmω
n=10
0.9958ψmω
0.0919ψmω
0.1830ψmω
n=20
0.9831ψmω
Note: The maximum number of lines of encoder of Motor1 is M=2048.

Substituting (11) into (8) yields:

mean(ud*1  ud* 2 ) 

mean (uq*1  uq* 2 )id 

  2 sin( )mean( )
m
mean(iq )

(12)

Thus, the rotor PM flux linkage under id≠0 can be solved from (12):

m 

mean  (uq*1  uq* 2 )id 
mean(ud*1  ud* 2 )



2 sin(  ) mean( ) 2 sin(  ) mean(iq  )

(13)

In order to ensure a high ratio of signal versus noise, it is suggested that the added ∆θ can ensure that the dominant term

ud*1  ud* 2 ≥0.2V or |ψmωsin(∆θ)|≥0.1V, which is similar to that of [19]. As a summary to the process of (6)-(13), the proposed
method is based on assumptions below, which are reasonable in reality:
a)

Since the time for the data measurement at each load point is usually quite short and the machine is running at steady state,
it is reasonable to assume that the circuit resistance including iron loss resistance, winding resistance and on-state
resistance of power device will not change during the measurement process. Thus, the proposed method is irrespective of
the winding resistance and temperature rise in winding.

b)

Similarly, the temperature of PM flux linkage will also be regarded as a constant during the data measurement (in this
paper, 2 seconds for data measurement at each load point).

c)

The rotor speed and dq-axis reference currents are set to constants during the data measurement.

2.3. Calculation of dq-axis flux linkages
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a

b
c
Fig
g. 2.Proposed m
method and teest bench for two
t PMSMs.
a Scchematic diaggram of proposed improved
d POPE for PM
MSMs
b Motor1
M
c Motor2
M
Since
S
the salieency term L  Lq  Ld can be calculatedd from (10), Ld can be theen obtained oonce Lq is estimated. A sim
mple
solu
ution for the eestimation of Lq at different load conditioons is introducced here.
On
O condition tthat the dq-axxis reference currents are sset to constants and Δθ=0, the rotor speeed is set to tw
wo different rotor
r
speeds by tuningg the load, for example, a DC
D load machiine. Two sets of data (Dataa3 and Data4) correspondin
ng to the two rotor
r
speeds at steady state will be recorded,
r
by which
w
two d-axxis equations can be obtained:

ud 3  ud* 3  Vdead 3 Dd 3  Rid 3  Lq iq 33

(14a)

ud 4  ud* 4  Vdead 4 Dd 4  Rid 4  Lq iq 4 4

(14b)

wheere id 3  id 4  id , iq 3  iq 4  iq . ω3 and ω4 are electricall angular speeeds correspond
ding to two diifferent rotor speeds. Similaarly,

 3 Dq 3 )
 4 Dd 4 ) and
 3 Dd 3 )=mean( V dead
sincce the dq-axiss currents are fixed as constants, it is reeasonable thatt mean( Vdead
d mean( Vdead
 4 Dq 4 ). Thus, (14a))−(14b) yieldss:
=m
mean( Vdead
meean(ud* 3  ud* 4 )  Lq mean iq ( 4  3 ) 
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a

c
Fig
g. 3.Estimatedd PM flux linkage and dq-ax
xis inductancees by POPE (M
Motor1).
a, c,
c and d Estimaated PM flux linkage, dq-ax
xis inductancees under differrent load cond
ditions
b Comparison
C
beetween POPE estimated and
d FE predictedd PM flux link
kages at id=0

Lq 

mean(ud* 3  ud* 4 )
mean iq ( 4  3 ) 



b

d

(15)

Thus,
T
the d-axxis inductance can also be ob
btained by:

Ld  Lq  L

(16)

It is suggestedd that in order to ensure a high ratio off signal versuss noise, the difference betw
ween two roto
or speeds 3  4
neeeds to ensure th
the resulting change in d-ax
xis voltage ud* 3  ud* 4 ≥0.1V.
As
A a summaryy of the proposed method, the whole prrocess of dataa measuremen
nt and calculaation is detailled in Fig. 2aa, by
whiich the salienccy term, PM flux linkage and
a dq-axis innductances can
n be estimated
d by (10), (133), (15), and (16),
(
respectivvely.
Witth the estimateed machine paarameters, thee dq-axis flux linkages can be
b therefore calculated by:

 d  Ld id   m

(17a)

 q  Lq iq

(17b)
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a

b

c
d
Fig
g. 4.Differencee between estiimation and FE results (Mootor1).
a an
nd c Estimatioon error of connstant speed method
m
compaared with FE prediction
p
(MA
AE of Δψd= 99.53%, MAE of
o Δψq=12.67%
%).
b an
nd d Estimatioon error of PO
OPE method compared withh FE prediction (MAE of Δψ
ψd= 4.29%, M
MAE of Δψq=6
6.39%).

C
Constant
speeed method
POP
PE method
N
Nominal
valuue method

Table III Comparison
C
aamong three seets of test resu
ults on Motor11
Minimum eerror
Maximum errror
Meean absolute error
e
Δψd
≤0.5%
19.98%
9.53%
Δψq
6.39%
39.79%
12.67%
Δψd
≤0.5%
8.74%
4.29%
Δψq
≤0.5%
11.86%
6.39%
Δψd
≤0.5%
12.84%
4.39%
Δψq
≤0.5%
17.11%
5.79%

3. Experime
ental resu
ults and Investigatio
on
3.1. Test b
bench, proto
otype PMSM
M and expe
eriment requ
uirements
It
I should be em
mphasized thaat the proposed method worrks in a field oriented
o
PMSM drive systeem with a roto
or position sennsor.
At each load poiint of data meeasurement, th
he dq-axis currrents should be
b set to consttants by the ddq-axis curren
nt regulators while
w
the rotor speed iss tuned to be constant
c
by the external load
ad, for example, a load mach
hine.
Thus,
T
the two prototype PM
MSMs, being designated
d
as Motor1 and Motor2
M
and deepicted in Figgs. 2b and 2c, respectively, will
be investigated iin this paper and
a controlled
d by a convenntional IGBT based field oriented
o
drive.. Besides, a permanent
p
maagnet
DC
C machine, of w
which the torqque and speed
d are tuned by a variable slid
ding resistor, is employed aas the externall load.
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a
b
Fig
g. 5. Influencee of rotor speedd and amplitu
ude of added pposition offsetts.
a Estimated rotorr PM flux linkkages at differrent rotor speeeds and added position offseets.
b Estimated
E
q-axxis inductances at different rotor
r
speeds w
while change in
i rotor speed is set to 50rpm
m.
From
F
the desiggn parameter values as show
wn in Table I , the Motor1 is
i a salient pole IPMSM whhile the Motorr2 is a non-sallient
pole SPMSM. Foor the conveniience of analy
ysis, a unit eleectrical angulaar θu is defined in (18), whiich correspond
ds to one pulsse of
incrremental encooder.

u 

2  p
M

(18)

wheere p is the poole pair numbber of PMSM
M and M is thee maximum number
n
of linees of incremenntal encoder. For the propoosed
POP
PE, the ampliitude of the addded position offset shouldd be determineed according to
t M of the enncoder. For ex
xample, as cann be
seen
n from Table II, since the term
t
ωψm is usually
u
dominnant in the terminal voltagee, the term ψmmωsin(∆θ) willl be relativelyy big
eveen if ∆θ<20θu. Thus, for the POPE test of
o Motor1, thee added positiion offsets aree usually set tto Δθp=−Δθn=10θu while thhose
are usually set too Δθp=−Δθn=20
2 θu for Motor2 (M=5000).. A further disscussion will be
b given below
w.

3.2. Experrimental invvestigation on
o Motor1
The
T improvedd POPE is firrstly investigated on Motoor1, of which
h the ratio off Lq/Ld is appproximately equal
e
to 2. For a
con
nventional miicro controller, the propossed method oonly needs a quite short time (tens of m
milliseconds)) to completee the
calcculation, as shhown in (10),, (13) and (15
5). In fact, thee time for datta measuremeent is usually much longer than the timee for
calcculation. For a conventional drive, the time for the ssettling down
n of currents and voltages usually needs less than 100ms.
Con
nsequently, thhe time for datta recording can be less than
an 100ms in a drive system with high banndwidth curren
nt regulators [19].
[
Bessides, for the ddeterminationn of q-axis ind
ductance, it alsso needs the same
s
time to measure
m
the nneeded data. Thus,
T
for one load
poin
nt, it may only take 200ms to measure th
he needed datta for the deteermination of machine
m
param
meters at one load point. Thus,
T
for a new PMSM
M, the time neeeded for the calculation
c
off parameters at
a 30 load poin
nts will be abbout 6s in theo
ory. In this paaper,
two
o seconds of data measureement (one seecond for possitive or negative position offset, respecctively) at eacch load pointt are
emp
ployed to ensuure that the cuurrents and reeference voltaages have settlled down to th
he stable poinnt after the ad
ddition of posiition
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a

b

(c)

(d)

Fig
g. 6. POPE esttimated PM fluux linkages an
nd dq-axis indductances und
der different lo
oad conditionss (Motor2).
a an
nd b POPE esttimated PM fllux linkages
c an
nd d POPE esttimated dq-axxis inductances
offssets. Thus, forr the test of 300 load points of
o Motor1, thhe minimum tiime for the wh
hole process oof parameter determination
d
will
be about
a
60 seconnds in theory..
Besides,
B
as reeported in [4], [22] and [36],
[
the noniideal signal measurement
m
will usually result in a fluctuation
f
inn the
estiimation resultss due to the ill-conditioned issue. This isssue could be mitigated
m
by a surface fittinng to the estim
mation results [28].
Thu
us, a two-variaable quadraticc polynomial function
f
(19) iis used for thee surface fittin
ng of all resultts throughout this paper.

f ( x, y)  ax  byy  cx 2  dy 2  exy  g
(19)
wheere x, y and f(x, y) corresppond to d-, q-axis
currents and estimateed machine paarameters succh as dq-axis inductances, flux
link
kages and PM
M flux linkage. a, b, c, d, e and
a g are consstants derived by using the least square reegression. Forr example, forr the
surfface fitting off estimated rottor PM flux lin
nkage, as show
wn in Fig. 3a, id, iq , and esttimated PM fllux linkage aree regarded as x, y,
and
d f(x, y), respectively. As caan be seen from
m Fig. 3a, thee estimated PM
M flux linkagee will slightlyy increase with
h the amplitudde of

id<0
0 due to the demagnetizattion effect on
n d-axis, wheereas it will decrease
d
with
h the amplitudde of iq due to the increaasing
satu
uration level.
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a

b

c
d
Fig
g. 7. Differencce between esttimation and FE
F results (Mootor2).
a and
a
c Estimaation error off constant sp
peed method compared with
w
FE pred
diction (MAE
E of Δψd= 11.18%, MAE
E of
Δψq=10.09%).
b an
nd d Estimatioon error of PO
OPE method compared withh FE prediction (MAE of Δψ
ψd= 1.12%, M
MAE of Δψq=4
4.45%).

C
Constant
speeed method
POP
PE method
N
Nominal
valuue method
A further com
mparison is

Table IV Comparison
C
am
among three seets of test resu
ults on Motor22
Minimum eerror
Maximum errror
Meean absolute error
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inverter nonlinearity at standstill test and then used to compensate the identified dq-axis flux linkages, by which the accuracy of
calculated flux linkages can be improved. This scheme will be therefore duplicated in the comparison test shown in Fig. 4 and
Table III. Besides, the nominal parameter values listed in Table I are employed to calculate the dq-axis flux linkages by (17),
which are also compared with the constant speed method and the proposed POPE, as shown in Table III. In Fig. 4, the FE
results will be employed as good references to the estimation results, of which the accuracy is ensured and checked by two tests:
1) No-load test. The PMSM is rotated by the load DC machine and its no-load back EMF is then measured from terminal
voltage. The amplitude of fundamental component of no-load back EMF is then derived by FFT calculation. The magnet
remanence used in FE calculation is then tuned to ensure that the calculated no-load back EMF is almost the same as the
measured one.
2) Comparison with standstill tests. The method proposed by Morimoto in [18] is employed to approximately calculate the dqaxis incremental inductances at id=iq=0. This method is based on the assumption that the rotor speed at standstill is almost zero
during the addition of small zero-mean dq-axis high frequency currents.
The above two tests have relatively good accuracy. However, they are only effective at no-load condition or with zero-mean
dq-axis currents. As can be seen from Fig.4 and Table III, it is found that compared with the FE results, the dq-axis flux
linkages derived via. (17) by using POPE estimated parameters show much smaller mean absolute errors (MAEs) than those of
constant speed method. This can be explained that the constant speed method simply regards the winding resistance and voltage
drop due to inverter nonlinearity as constants while the proposed POPE has a higher accuracy thanks to its elimination of their
influences during the modelling process. Besides, as shown in Table III, it also has smaller maximum error than the nominal
value method.
Furthermore, an investigation on the influence of rotor speeds and amplitudes of added position offsets is given in Fig. 5a.
The accuracy of the proposed method depends on the multiply of ψm,ω, and sin(∆θ). As the change of ψm is usually relatively
small, the main factor is the right combination of ω and sin(∆θ). Thus, in theory, the estimation result at 800rpm and ∆θ=5θu
will have almost the same accuracy as that at 400rpm and ∆θ=10θu, as shown in Fig. 5a. Thus, in real applications, it is
suggested that the voltage change in d-axis due to the addition of position offset should be larger than 0.1V
(|ψmωsin(∆θ)|≥0.1V). Besides, for a PMSM, the torque generated by the multiply of q-axis current and PM flux linkage is
usually dominant. Thus, it is suggested that the added position offset is limited to ∆θ<=8.1o, by which the change in real q-axis
current will be less than 1% (cos(8.1o)≈0.99) and has relatively negligible influence on the output torque and rotor speed. Thus,
for the POPE test of Motor1, the added position offsets are set to Δθp=−Δθn=10θu(=5.3o) while those are set to
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Δθp=−Δθn=20θu(=7.2o) for Motor2 (M=5000). It also should be emphasized that the added position offset will be set back to 0
after the data measurement, which will not influence the output torque afterwards.
Besides, for the identification of rotor PM flux linkage, the rotor speeds and load conditions are at steady state and almost
constant during the data measurement. Thus, the iron loss including both eddy current and hysteresis losses will not change
during the data measurement. The iron loss is modelled as part of the circuit resistance and its influence has been eliminated
during the modelling process, as shown in (8) and (9). Besides, the identification of Lq is based on a small change in rotor speed
and assuming that the iron loss will be almost constant before and after the speed change. In order to achieve this, the change of
rotor speed is limited to ensure that the change in excitation frequency during the data measurement is within 5Hz, which is
relatively small. For example, as depicted in Fig. 5b, the change in rotor speed is set to 50rpm which is corresponding to 2.5Hz
change in excitation frequency of Motor1 and the estimated Lq under 800rpm and 400rpm, respectively, are almost the same
with each other, which confirms that the change of iron loss is negligible and its influence can be cancelled in (15).

3.3. Influence of nonideal position measurement on calculated q-axis inductance
In the FE model of PMSM, the rotor position can be accurately set up in software. However, in reality, the accuracy of rotor
position measurement is usually non-ideal and it may introduce a non-negligible PM flux linkage term into the d-axis voltage
equation, as shown in (20):
u d * ( k )  Dd ( k )Vdead  u d ( k )  Rid ( k )   ( k )( Lq iq ( k )   m sin(  e ))

(20)

where ∆θe≠0 is the inherent error due to nonideal position measurement. Thus, the PM flux linkage term  m sin( e )  0 will
contribute a non-zero voltage drop to the d-axis voltage equation. Thus, in reality, the q-axis flux linkage will be:

 q  Lq iq   m sin(  e )

(21)

The calculated q-axis inductance Lˆq by (15) will be:

 sin( e )
Lˆq  Lq  m
iq
On condition that ∆θe<0 and iq is fixed as a constant, since the amplitude of  m sin( e )  0 will slightly increase with the
amplitude of id<0, the estimated q-axis inductance Lˆq  Lq will consequently slightly decrease with the amplitude of id<0. This
is probably the main reason that the estimated q-axis inductance shown in Fig. 3c decreases with the amplitude of id<0. Besides,
it should also be emphasized that the influence of cross coupling effect may also have slight influence on the estimated q-axis
inductance, especially in deeply-saturated condition. Thus, Lˆq can be regarded as a lumped parameter representing the total
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Usually, ∆θe is set to 0 in FE calculation while ∆θe≠0 in real application. Thus, as can be seen from Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 7(d), the
difference between the proposed POPE and FE results is relatively big when iq is relatively small. Besides, it is also obvious that
this difference will slightly increase with the amplitude of id<0 because the amplitude of ψmsin(∆θe) also increases with the
amplitude of id<0. Nevertheless, the influence of nonideal position measurement is negligible in the determination of d-axis flux
linkage because  d  Ld id   m cos( e ) is almost equal to Ld id   m . That’s the reason why the difference between the POPE
estimated and FE predicted d-axis flux linkages is always quite small.
Besides, in order to test the performance of online tracking the variation of PM flux linkage with reference to PM temperature,
a heater is employed to heat the Motor2 from outside for 25 minutes. A set of thermocouples are buried into the stator winding
and an infrared sensor is buried into the cap of stator to online measure the PM temperature from the axial direction. As can be
seen from Fig. 8a, it is interesting that the curves of two sets of temperatures are almost the same. It is probable that the infrared
sensor is influenced by the temperature rise of the stator cap, whose temperature is quite close to the stator shell. Fig. 8b shows
the comparison between the estimated and calculated rotor PM flux linkages at loaded and no-load conditions, respectively. It is
obvious that the variation trend of calculated rotor PM flux linkage (from back EMF) at no load condition is almost the same as
that of the estimated rotor PM flux linkage at loaded condition. The gap between the two sets of curves is due to the saturation
resulting from the current excitation. Besides, the peak value of temperature is at about t=25min while the valley value of PM
flux linkage is at about t=40min. This can be explained that there is a delay of heat transfer between the stator and the rotor PMs.
Thus, the proposed method has good performance in online tracking the variation of rotor PM flux linkage due to temperature
rise and saturation, and this feature is quite important in torque production [37]-[39] and monitoring the temperature of PMs.
Furthermore, its application to drive controls such as MTPA and FW [1] is also promising.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes an improved POPE for the parameter determination of PMSM under different load conditions, which can
identify the total dq-axis flux linkages, and also the PM flux linkage separately by the addition of two position offsets. This
scheme has eliminated the influence of winding resistance and inverter nonlinearity during the modeling process and its
performance has been validated on a non-salient pole SPMSM and a salient pole IPMSM, respectively. It shows a good
agreement with the FE results and is able to track the variation of PM flux linkage due to temperature rise and saturation. Thus,
it is quite promising in online condition monitoring of PMs. However, since the contribution of cross coupling terms to the
voltage equation of PMSM is usually overwhelmed by other parameter terms, their separation from the dq-axis voltages will be
full of challenges and a further development will be the priority of future work.
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